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Scanpy vs. Seurat
Satija et al., Nat. Biotechn. (2015)

Scanpy is benchmarked with Seurat.
•

preprocessing: <1 s vs. 14 s

•

regressing out unwanted sources of
variation: 6 s vs. 129 s

•

PCA: <1 s vs. 45 s

•

clustering: 1.3 s vs. 65 s

•

tSNE: 6 s vs. 96 s

•

marker genes (approximation):
0.8 s vs. 96 s

Scanpy vs. Cell Ranger for 68k cells
Zheng et al., Nat. Commun. (2017)

Scanpy is benchmarked with
Cell Ranger R kit.
•

preprocessing: 14 s vs. 300 s
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PCA: 17 s vs. 120 s
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Scanpy scales to >1 million cells
Zheng et al., Nat. Commun. (2017)

•

.loom (Python, merely a file
format)

variable/ gene annotation 2

.var
annotation of variables/ features,
e.g. genes (pandas dataframe)

sample/ cell annotation 2

variable/ gene annotation 1

unstruct. ann. 2

sample/ cell annotation 1

variable index/ .var_names

unstruct. ann. 1

sample index/ .smp_names

Nothing like this in Python.

variable/ gene 1

Simple class for a data matrix
with most general annotations.

variable/ gene d

github.com/theislab/anndata, pypi/anndata
variable/ gene 2

AnnData

.uns
unstruct.
annotation
(dict)

sample/ cell 1
sample/ cell 2

•

VariantDataset (Python,
Java, hail)

•

ExpressionSet (R)

•

“Seurat Object” (R, Seurat)

•

CellDataSet (R, Monocle)

•

SingleCellExperiment (R,
Scran)

.X
data matrix
of shape n × d
(numpy array,
scipy sparse matrix)

.smp
annotation
of samples,
e.g. cells
(pandas
dataframe)

sample/ cell n

HDF5-backed on disk: cross-platform,
cross-language.
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Goal
Learn abstractions of biology
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Figure 1 Diverse factors combine to create a cell’s unique identity, and computational methods reveal them. (a) A cell participates s
biological contexts. The illustration depicts a particular cell (blue) as it experiences multiple contexts that shape its identity simultan
right): environmental stimuli, such as nutrient availability or the binding of a signaling molecule to a receptor; a specific state on a d
the cell cycle; and a spatial context, which determines its physical environment (e.g., oxygen availability), cellular neighbors, and de
(e.g., morphogen gradients). (b) The biological factors affecting the cell combine to create its unique, instantaneous identity, which
molecular profile. Computational methods dissect the molecular profile and tease apart facets of the cell’s identity, which are akin to
a space of possible cellular identities. Key examples include (counterclockwise from top): (1) discrete cell types (e.g., cell populatio

figure from Review Wagner et al., Nat Biotechn (2016)

Represent single-cell data

•

Typically, obtain d from preprocessing
and something like euclidean distance.

•

Alternatively, learn d:
DeepFlow Feature Extraction
on raw images

Image Flow Cytometry

CNN Feed Forward

Global Average
Pooling

Classification + Visualization

TSNE

Visualization

…

single-cell graph

Eulenberg,
Köhler et al.,
Results
- Visualization

Input

...

Nat. Commun. (2017)
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Figure 1 | Overview of DeepFlow — deep learning data analysis for imaging flow cytometry.
Images from all channels of the Imaging Flow Cytometer are uniformly resized, and input directly into
the neural network, which is trained on the classification task. The learned features serve for both the
classification objective and the visualization task.

34

Introduction

A major current challenge and opportunity in biology is interpreting the increasing amount of
information-rich and high-throughput single-cell data. Here, we consider imaging data from flu37
orescence microscopy (Pepperkok and Ellenberg, 2006), in particular from imaging flow cytometry
38
(Basiji et al., 2007). Imaging flow cytometry (IFC) combines the fluorescence sensitivity and high39
throughput capabilities of flow cytometry with single-cell imaging. Relevant fluorescent labels are
40
chosen to assess certain phenotypes of interest. The large number of single cells analyzed per sam41
ple — often hundreds of thousands — makes imaging flow cytometry unusually well-suited to deep
42
learning, which demands very large training sets.
43
Further, IFC generates high-dimensional information for each cell, including spatially-mapped
Figure 2 | Representative images for the cell cycle stages as measured in brightfield, darkfield
and fluorescence
channels. information
Seven cell cycle stages
seven classes. We
show one
44
intensity
fordefine
thousands
of only
pixels
forrepresentative
each of several channels: brightfield and darkfield
image for the interphase classes G1, S, and G2, which can hardly be distinguished by eye.
45
(which require no staining procedure) and, optionally, several fluorescence channels. This means
46
aand
dramatic
increase in information content as compared to the measurementG1
of a single spatially
S
Materials
Methods
47
integrated fluorescence intensity value for each channel, as in conventional flow cytometry (Brown
We used a data set of 32,266 asynchronously growing immortalized human T lymphocyte cells
48
and
Finally,
IFC provides
one image
(Jurkat cells),
which Wittwer,
had previously2000).
been analyzed
using traditional
machine learning
(Blasi etfor
al., each single cell, and hence does not require
2016; Hennig
et
al., 2016). Imagessegmentation.
of these cells can be classified into seven diﬀerent stages of cell
49
whole-image
cycle (Figure 2), including phases of interphase (G1, S and G2) and phases of mitosis (Prophase,
50 Metaphase
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IFC.each
Classical
vision
protein monoclonal #2 (MPM2) antibody to identify cells in mitotic phases. These stains allow
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allofrelevant
features.
each cell 52
to bemetrics
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algorithmic morphological
segmentation, morphology
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and user
inspection
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of 2016).
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the dataset belong to one of the interphase classes G1, S and G2. The strong class imbalance in

normal
Fig 4. tSNE-Visualization of the test set in terms of the last layer
representation. a, The representation arranges data along a cylinder, ordering the
different cell phases in correct chronological order (Green: G1, Orange: S, Cyan: G2,
Red: Prophase, Blue: Metaphase, Anaphase and Telophase not distinguished further
due to small number of representatives). The strong class imbalance between interphase
classes (G1: green, S: orange, G2: cyan) and mitotic phases (prophase: red, metaphase:
blue) can be seen. b, tSNE representation of the Interphases in activation space. The
G2
Mitotic
color map now
reflects the
DNA content of cells, which increases from blue to red. c,
16
Randomly picked representatives of Cluster A. The cells have high circularity and well
defined borders. d, Randomly picked representatives of Cluster B.
Fig 4. tSNE-Visualization of the test set in terms of the last layer
representation. a, The representation arranges data along a cylinder, ordering the
different cell phases in correct chronological order (Green: G1, Orange: S, Cyan: G2,

evaluate a distance function locally

High-dimensional data → make guess
for distance metric d(x, y) → evaluate d
locally → generate neighborhood graph
of single cells

gene2

•

high-dimensional
transcript data

DataGraph
Class for representing data as a graph
of neighborhood relations between data
points.
Simplest case: knn graph.
•

much faster than sklearn.neighbors

•

much faster than R-wrapped C++

One idea: use matrix-multiplication for
submatrices of data matrix in parallel.
Also, DataGraph offers many functions
related to stochastic processes on
graphs, absent in igraph, networks,
graph-tools.

Scanpy tools operate on DataGraph
a

A single framework for common
analysis tasks.
•

clustering

Levine et al., Cell (2015), Xu et al. Bioinf (2015) …

•

pseudotime and trajectory
inference

b

c

Trapnell et al., Bendall et al. (2014), Haghverdi et al. (2016) …

c

Reconciling both:
•

graph abstraction

Wolf et al., bioRxiv (2017)

Scanpy’s API
Modular and intuitive API.
•

sc.preprocessing

•

sc.tools

•

sc.plotting

•

sc.datasets

•

sc.settings

•

…

Command-line interface…

Scanpy’s use cases

Outlook
Very-short term
•

common file format for backing AnnData

•

AnnData based on pandas dataframes instead of structured arrays

Mid-term
•

aggregation of datasets

•

better correction for confounders

•

include any standard, canonical analysis method…

•

module-wise installation (reduce dependencies?)

Long-term
•

mini-batch learning

Thanks to
Machine Learning group at Helmholtz Munich, in
particular, Philipp Angerer and Fabian Theis.

Thank you for your attention!

Scanpy code snippets

